The Invacare® Semi-Electric Bed combines effortless positioning of the upper body and knees with the economy of manual bed height adjustment. The pendant control provides motorized positioning of the upper body and/or knees. A manual crank located at the foot end of the bed adjusts bed frame height for caregiver assistance.

Invacare beds, mattresses and rails, excluding therapeutic support surfaces and bariatric beds, when used as a system and sold new and unused after August 1, 2007, meet the voluntary FDA Guidelines for bed rail entrapment. Visit www.invacare.com/bedsafety for additional safety and entrapment information.
Features

Features

High impact bed end panels are more durable, impact and scratch resistant; washable for easy cleaning
Universal bed end can be used as either the headboard or footboard on the bed
Rubber caster tread for better tracking with non-marring material
DC low voltage, compact motor system
Quiet motor operation and fast cycle time on lowering height of bed for efficient bed set-up

Motor system with waterproof enclosures is rated IP66. Washable with standard water pressure. The bed must not be power washed
Color-coded connections on junction box for easier maintenance
Double-insulated junction box provides extra protection against electrical shock
Ergonomic hand pendant comes with durable strain relief and heavy-duty cord. Waterproof casing for easy cleaning, conveniently attaches to bed sheet with clip or rail with hand pendant cradle (sold separately)
Hand pendant cradle available for convenient storage of hand pendant (model # 26975)
Interchangeability simplifies storage, reduces inventory complexity

HPCS Code: E0295

1. Patented universal bed ends
2. Ergonomic hand pendant
3. Color coded connections
4. Emergency manual crank
5. Thermal overload protection
6. Double insulated electrical components/wiring

HCPCS Code: E0295

Model #     Dimensions     Sleep Surface     Weight Capacity     Shipping Weight     Carton Dimensions     Regulation Compliance     Limited Warranty
5310IVC     88" L          80" L           30" W                    N/A                N/A                   UL962 CSA Certified     5 Years Welds
15"-23" H    36" W          Safe Working Load: 450 lb.* Max. Patient Weight: 350 lb.               2 Years Mechanical/Electrical
5000IVC     Headspring     45 lb.              43" L                    8" W                36" D                  5 Years Welds            2 Years Mechanical/Electrical
5890IVC     Footspring     77 lb.              47" L                    9" W                36" D                  5 Years Welds            2 Years Mechanical/Electrical
5301IVC     Universal Bed End     55 lb.              39" L                    7" W                24" D                  5 Years Welds            2 Years Mechanical/Electrical
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*Includes patient, mattress and all accessories.

All references to HCPCS codes: Providers are responsible for determining the appropriate billing codes when submitting claims to the Medicare program, and should consult an attorney or other advisor to discuss specific situations in further detail.